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Using a 2-0 hybrid model,  t he  authors have found that  external currents play an 
important  role in the  plasma parameters in t he  reactor. T h e  plasma density, tem- 
perature and electrostatic potential would be significantly i n f f  uenccd by t h e  applied 
external currents. 

PACS: 52.65. +z  

The application of electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma source in microelectronics 
industry has been appeal to some scientists and engineers for many years.l-G Some numerical 
simulations for ECR have been reported before.1*7,s The most interesting plasma parmiet.ers 
for etching processing are plasma density, clectron temperature and plasrna potcritiiil. Thc 
question is how one can control thcse parameters by means of adjusting cxternal conditions, 
i .e.  coil positions and current distribution. 

To find the effects of external currents, we are going to simulate two cases in which the 
external currents are set differently. Thc resonance zonc shapes are priniarily dotermined by 
the coil position and current distribution. In the present paper, we develop the previous work 
of Ref. 7. The primarily purpose of the paper is to find relation between tlie current and some 
plasma paranie ters. 

Physical Description: In this investigation, we consider the compact plasma source as a 
cylindrical column with 21 cni length and 16 cm radius. The iriagnetic field is gencrated by two 
outside coils. The top boundary of the chairiber is assumed insulated and the othcrs grounded. 
Assiiiiit: thv argon gas 1 ) ~  filled ill thc c~iiiiiit)(+r with i i  iiiiiforiii p r  we 0.2 Pa. Sincc tlie p1iysic:al 
iiio(lc1 is 1)riinarily tlic: siiiii(l as  the Refs. 7 and 8, tlic: following iiiodcl description is qiiitc hricf. 
We hiive assuriied that clectrons follow a M;lxwc.ll-Boltzrxianii clistribution. even though wc 
aware that it is only an approximation. The total power input is 500 W. The power-deposition 
profile is assumed as P ~ c n  = 4 1 . 2  - (~ , /R ) ' ] l / [ l  -t (I3 - B,)2/(0.0025)'], where R is the chamber 
radius, c a constant determined with normalization of total power input and I?, = 0.095 T the 
resonance magnetic field. Tho ions in thc model are represented as individual particles. Twenty 
thousands of 'superparticle' ions art: followed froin their point of creation AS t,hey iiiovo in thc 
external applictl ni;ignc:t,ic: field iI.lid self-consistcnt clcctrostatic: field. Ions are followed iri 2D3V. 
i. e. two spatial diinensions ( r ,  z )  aiitl tlirw velocity spacc dimensions ( w p ,  w e  , v z ) ,  

Mathematical Descriptioii: The cylindrical c:oordinatt:s ( r ,  0 ,  z )  are adopted. The geonietry 
is supposed to be axis symmetric. 

1) Electron Description: Electron is considcrcd as a fluid. The mass conservation arid energy 
conservation equations are written as: 
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Mass conservation: 

V je = neg(Te) * 

Energy conservation: 

V .  Q = nePEcn + e j , .  V d  - Pl,,, . 

E O A ~  = e(ne - n;) , 

(4) 

(5) 

Poisson equation: 

where ne, ni, 4, Te, j,, &, ,U, g and E O  are electron density, ion density, electrostatic potential, 
electron temperature, electron flux, electron energy flux, mobility, ionization rate and perme- 
ability, respectively. Pioss = PI + P, + PM + PEL, where P,. P,, P, and PEL are the power 
consumption for ionization, excitation, metastable excitation and  elastic-neutral collision, re- 
spectively. 

2) Ion Description: Ions are modeled as particles. Ion born from a n  ionization collision 
is with the background gas temperature and a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Ion-ion and  
electron-ion collisions are ignored in the current model. The  total cross section for charge 
exchange cross section is: cr,,(E) = 5.1 x 10-”m2[ l  - 0.0521n(E)]’ , where E is the kinetic 
energy of the ion in eV. The  time step At must be short so tha t  vC,& is small enough, where 
uch  is a charge exchange collision frequency. Otherwise, multiple collisions are likely during a 
single time step but will not be accounted for in the simulation. For 1 eV ions at 0.25 Pa, a 
time step of At = 1ps is acceptable. Each lost particle is counted towards the ion current to 
the wall. The  wall absorption is supposed to be 100% and no secondary electron emission. 

The  potential 
discontinuity between plasma sheath and wall potentials is defined as A4 = dS - 4w.  The 
magnitude of the sheath potential j ump  discontinuity determines magnitudes of electron flux, 
electron energy flux and  ion acceleration into the wall. For collisionless sheaths, these three as- 
pects depend on neither the sheath thickness nor the shape of the potential profile in the  sheath, 
bu t  only on the magnitude of A4. If a Maxwellian electron velocity distribution (isotropic) is 
used a t  the plasma-sheath boundary with electron temperature Teb, electron density rich. and 
plasma potential &, then the magnitude of the electron flux to  the wall is: 

(3)  Boundary Conditions: We assume the sheath is infinitesimally thin. 

j e w  = 0.25nesvth ex~[-eAd/(kTes) ]  , (6) 

where Z)th is an  average thermo-velocity. In an  analogous way, the energy flux of the electrons 
is represented by 

Qew = kTesjew[2 + eA4/(kTes)I . (7) 

The  second kind of the boundary is of dielectric wall, where the surface potential will float 
with respect to ground. The  ion flux j i w  is specified to determine dw a t  each grid point of 
boundary, i.e. from j;, =jCw and Eq. (6). Therefore, the wall potential would be 

4 w  4 s  + kTe/e1n[4j1w/ne%vth] . 
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R Results and Discussion: Two cases are sim- 
ulated in the present paper. Each of them has 
its special current distribution I = ( 1 1 ,  I 2 ) ,  where 
I1 and I 2  are the currents in upper and down 
coils, respectively. The magnetic flux configura- 
tions generated by the external applied currents 
I = (230 A,  0 )  of case I and I = (110, 110 A) of 
case I1 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. It 

7 
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is found that the radial magnetic flux component 
of case I is much larger than that of case 11. It  is 
obvious that,  in case I, most power absorption is 

Fig. 1. Magnetic flux Fig. 2. Magnetic flux 
configuration of case I. configuration of case 11. 

Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of electron tempcra- 
ture for case I. 

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of electron tcmpcra- 
t i re  for case 11. 

Fig. 6.  Spatial distribution of plasma density for 

case I case I1 
Fig. 6. Spatial ckstribution of plasma dcnsity for 

concentrated near the center, whereas, in case 11. most powcr absorption is located near thc cdge 
of the chamber. Geonictrically, the ECR zonc sliape of casc I looks like an oblate ellipsoid and 
that of case I1 a donlit-likc. These different power deposition profiles woiild result in different 
electron ternperatiirr distributions (see Figs. 3 and 4). Since we have only consider the niobility 
in parallel direction, the electrons absorbed energy in thc ECR area is not allowed to transfer 
their energy across the magnetic line. Owing a large parallel component of thermo-condiictivity 
the electron temperature gradient along thct magnetic linc is small. The similar phenoiriciion in 
a compact and extended chamber? were prcviously rcymrkd in Rc,fs. 7 and 8 but it is not as 
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of plasma potential for 
case I. 

. -  , . . . .  

Fig. 9. Ion flux vectors 
in the chamber for case 

1. 

Fig. 10. Ion flux vectors 
in the chamber for case 

11. 

Fig. 8.  Spatial distribution of plasma potential for 
case 11. 

obvious as that of the case 11. The spatial dis- 
tributions of plasma density for cases I and 
I1 are displayed by Figs. 5 and 6,  respectively. 
Similarly, case I density has its maximum 
value at  the center and case I1 near the edge 
area. This is because the plasma density dis- 
tribution, with an assumption of uniform neu- 
tral gas density, is primarily depcndent on the 
ionization rate which is a function of T,. The 
plasma potential distrbutions for cases I and I1 
are shown by Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Anal- 
ogously, there is one peak a t  the center of the 
plasma bulk for case I and two peaks near 

the chamber edge for case 11. Since the ion movement is mainly dominated by the plasma 
potential, the ion flux has the similar feature. Figures 9 and 10 are the ion flux profiles. It can 
be found that the flux along the bottom surface is peaked at  the radial centerline for case I (see 
Fig. 9).  However, the ion flux across the radius along the bottom goes up to the maximum at 
T = 11 cm for case I1 (see Fig. 10). Therefore. it is concluded that the plasma pnrametcrs, such 
as T,, n and q5 can be partly controlled by the external applied coil configuration. 
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